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Abstract. The usage of virtual agents make necessary to produce
natural motions and gestures. The paper introduces a novel solution
which generates vertical head motion from the speech. The method uses
neural networks for estimating the positions of the head. The outputs of
the proposed algorithm have validated by human feedback. The results
show that the naturalness of the generated motions is similar to the
original ones.

Keywords: gesture generation, neural networks

1. Introduction

Our initial assumption, according to which both the intensity of the sound,
and its pitch have a given time domain relationship with head gestures, was
proved by correlation methods in our prior publications [3].

At the phase of the research that described in this paper our goal was
automatic head gesture generation from the sound, based on the prior results.
We tried to give a solution not only for the automatic generation of vertical
and horizontal movements, but the blinks as well.

The most advanced part of the research is the field of generating the verti-
cal movements, and the paper mostly describes its methods, procedures and
results.

The teaching and testing samples for our two neural networks used for the
vertical gestures, were alltogether 100, one sentence video files, what were
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downloaded from the web, or made by the authors with starring different
subjects.

The topic of the paper is automatic gesture generation. After mentioning
the results of the related researches, the paper describes the methods, proce-
dures and current results of generating vertical movements of gestures from
the sound, that developed and reached by the authors. After showing the
current stage of the validation, the research’s other phases are mentioned in
the paper.

2. Related work

A partial basis of our research was the result of other works, that stated
for example that there is a relationship between different gestures (for exam-
ple movements of the hands), or the movments of the lips and the speech
features [1, 2]. However, these researches did not examine the time-domain
relationships between those, and produced head movements with very differ-
ent approach and with restrictions, furthermore did not produce blinks from
the sound.

In [2] the authors use Hidden Markov Model. Our proposed solution is
based on Artificial Neural Network and this way it is able to avoid some post
processing steps. In the case of HMM implementation the algoritm results
motion segments and necessary to join them in a further step. The neural
network is a better choice in this sense because it can determine the positions
while processing the given segment of the speech.

3. Teaching and testing samples

The teaching videos for the first network were fully spontaneous, while
the ones for the second network were not, but still mainly performed by the
announcer’s own words. The testing videos were spontaneous speeches.

4. Preprocessing

Both the neural network teachings, and testings were performed with sen-
tences, that were created from the above mentioned video files.

The movement vectors of the sample sentences (for the testing and the train-
ing) were produced partially by a Java program that created by the authors
that followed the eyes of the subjects, and by manual determination of the eye
positions as well.
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Figure 1. The teaching procedure and the input structure of the
first neural network

The pitch vectors of the sound were produced by Praat software, and the
intensity vectors (intensity1 on the figure 1) were calculated by the following
formula with MATLAB:

intensity1(i) = sqrt(sum(window .^ 2)); (4.1)

The elements of the vector are the square root of the sum of the square of
every element of the window, where the window was always a frame-sized part
of the amplitude vectors.

As the first figure shows, the initial inputs of our first neural network were
mainly derivatives of the intensity vectors of the given teaching samples, and
the input of the other neural network was only a pitch vector.

As it can be seen on the Figure 1, a second form of the intensity was also used
(intensity2), which was calculated on a vector that we got by a 25 window
size smoothing mean on the amplitude vector. The calculating program code
was:

intensity2(i) = mean(window .^ 2); (4.2)

Every element of the vector is the mean of square of every element of the win-
dow, where the window here was a frame-sized part of the previously smoothed
and meaned amplitude vector.
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Finally, intensity1, and intensity2 were summed by the following for-
mula (after simplification):

intensity sum = intensity1 * 0.735 + intensity2; (4.3)

The segmented version of this summary vector (sample domain 1) was one
of the five for neural network no. 1. The second (sample domain 2) vector was
produced by subtracting the values of the previous element from each element’s
value in the sample domain 1 vector. The third (sample domain 3) vector was
calculated by subtracting the values of the previous element from the value
of each element in the sample domain 2 vector. The fourth sample domain
vector was the segmented version of the pitch vector. The segmentation was
carried out by having the syllable starting times in each sentences (that were
manually marked), and calculating the segmentation time by having the time
of the maximum amplitude between every two syllable starts in the voice.

As teaching and testing movement vectors, vertical movements were used.
These movement vectors were the differences between the vertical position
coordinates of the left eye on every frame, finally divided by the mean of them.
These were also segmented with the same procedure as the sound-originated
vectors, and used as sample range vectors.

Atfer preparing the sample domain vectors, corresponding input vectors
were created from them, and from the segment range vector, by a moving
sample procedure. This procedure prepared the data for prediction, by pairing
the following element from the movement vector (sample range), to every
consecutive two elements from the given sample domain vector. The procedure
made 4 input vectors from the 4 sample domain vectors, and a 5 th input,
which was created by elements made from shifting elements of the input1 by
one to the left). An output vector was also created by the procedure from the
sample range vector for teaching the neural network.

For the second neural network, the first sample domain vector was the
pitch vector (Figure 2). At this stage there was only one input vector, which
was created by the same moving sample function as used for the first neural
network.

The neral networks were nonlinear autoregressive networks with feedback
[4], trained in open loop mode, and then closed for the testings and used in
closed loop state. The structure of the networks can be seen on Figure 3 and
Figure 4.

As can be seen from the figures, the mainly intensity-based first neural
network has an input delay 4, and a layer delay 4, while the second, pitch-
based network has input delay 2, and a layer delay 2.
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Figure 2. The teaching procedure and the input structure of the
second neural network

Figure 3. The structure of the first neural network

Figure 4. The structure of the second neural network

Not only does MATLAB’S data preparing function order the input and
output due to the delays of the network, but it also cuts the same number of
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elements from the input and the target as the number of the delay. Therefore,
at first, we supplemented the beginning of our vectors by zeros for these to be
cut, in order to avoid the shortening of our useful sample sizes. This also made
possible to have predicted motions even at the beginning of the sentences.

5. Postprocessing

After the predictions of the two networks, the amplitudes of the outputs of
the neural networks were corrected. At this stage it was accomplished only by
constants. The values of the multipliers were determined by the volunteers, as
they saw results produced by different multiplier values, and chosen those for
the best. The outputs of the intensity-input neural network were multiplied
by 2 (and resulted in a high amplitude, frequent movement), and the outputs
of the pitch-based neural network were multiplied by 4 (and resulted a lower
amplitude, less frequent movement). This method was suitable for most of
the videos, but for others, the intensity-based neural network’s results had
to be divided by 4 in amplitude, and the results of the other network were
not modified. There is an ongoing procedure that could predict two things
from some of the sound features. One of them is about which of the 2 neural
network’s output would be more natural by the opinion of the viewers .The
other procedure is concerned with how much amplitude correction is would be
the best for the given example.

As both the inputs and outputs were segmented vectors, the outputs of the
neural networks had to be finally interplolated to have the movement for every
frame.

The corrections of the amplitude, the inputs of the networks, and the suit-
ability of the two selected networks (from the plenty of trained and tested
ones) were mostly determined by the authors and users. The method was to
compare the naturalness of the generated movements with the original and
random movement, they could saw on an announcer’s picture being moved
vertically by those movements. Before this, as a precondition, an acceptable
similarity had to exist with the selected network between the original and
generated movement vectors.

On Figure 5 some of the segmented, and concatenated teaching sample’s
movement vectors and the first neural network’s predicted output vectors can
be seen. It can be observed, that the similarity is not tight, but the goal of
the research is to produce a result movement for sounds that seems natural
to the viewer rather than producing a movement vector that is similar to the
original one.
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Figure 5. Output and target for a part of teaching samples for neu-
ral network 1.

On Figure 6, what is the original movement and target movement of some
of the second neural network’s teaching samples, the above statements are also
true.

6. Testings and results

After the authors had chosen some of the previously created networks per-
forming better in the objective similarity than others, 10 test videos were
tested by 6 volunteers at this stage. At this phase of tests, only a still frame
of an announcer was moved with the given frame rate while playing the sound
of the sentence at the same time. For every test, a moving picture was created
this way with the original movement, with random movement with the same
co-domain as the original, and two with the neural network generated outputs.

These tests resulted in choosing the two best neural networks, refinements
of the amplitude corrections, a predicted value correcting function (with an
output-correcting neural network), and hand-made corrections in the results,
each according to the authors’ and the volunteers’ opinions. Having summed
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Figure 6. Output and target for a part of teaching samples for neu-
ral network 2.

those corrections, a neural network retraining was carried out with the modi-
fied teaching target diagram to make the output similar to this, without having
the correctional network and hand-made corrections.

As a result of this, 9 from the 10 testing samples described both of the two
final neural network’s result as more natural than the random movement in
almost every cases. About half of them, most of the volunteers stated that the
video with neural network generated movement was even more natural, than
the one with the original movement.

On Table 1 some of the results can be seen.

In the table each cell contains the rank of the naturalness of the given
movement variant for the video, by the (A, B, C or D) volunteer. Examining
the first table, it can be seen for example for the first test video, that first
neural network’s result described as the most natural one by A, B, and D
volunteers, and the least natural (4-th place) by one volunteer D. Neur. 2/a
means the results with the older amplitude corrections to the results of the
second neural network (which were related to the original amplitude), and 2/b
version means the results with an amplitude correction that is independent of
the original movement’s amplitude.
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random original neur 1. neur 2./a neur 2./b

volunt. A B C D A B C D A B C D A B C D A B C D

video 1 4 4 1 4 2 1 2 2 1 1 4 1 3 3 3 3 - - - -

video 2 4 4 3 4 3 1 2 2 2 3 4 1 1 2 1 3 - - - -

video 3 4 1 4 4 2 2 1 2 3 4 3 3 1 3 2 1 - - - -

video 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 2 - - - - 1 1 2 1

video 5 3 5 5 5 2 3 3 2 1 4 1 4 5 1 3 1 4 2 2 3

video 6 5 4 5 5 2 1 3 4 1 2 1 1 4 5 2 2 3 3 4 3

Table 1. Some user opinions on some videos

Since the purpose of the tests was mainly to promote the improvement of
the methods of the generations and corrections, the volunteers were not asked
to give their opinions at the same time, and not every video was required
to face opinions. The table contains only those videos that the most of the
volunteers were asked to give opinion about.

As stated above, the similarity of the original and generated movements
was not a goal. A verification of this approach is for example the result of
a video that can be seen on figure 7, (video 6 on Table 1) where there are
many differences between the original and the generated version of movement,
however the generated one was even more natural according to the opinions.

7. Future works

It is important to note that the purpose of these opinion tests of users was
mainly to help in choosing the proper networks and creating the necessary
corrections. The real tests, with a larger number of volunteers, and using a
virtual speeching head, will be the scope of the next phase of the research, as
also the correction and the test cases of the horizontal movements and blink
generation.
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Figure 7. Neural network’s estimated movement and the original
movement for a given test video
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Abstract. Our theories applied in the case of the economic order
quantity are influenced by the fact that disturbances can occur in our
internal and external processes that together create an uncertainty re-
garding the arrival date of purchased parts and the development of the
stock level. By walking around the continuous review model during our
analysis, we will present the relations between the fluctuation of supply
accuracy and the safety stocks, and we will define the formula for the
quantification of the safety stock. The definition of the service level pro-
vides an opportunity to handle the fluctuation of replenishment period
with a predetermined safety, and to quantify the stock level required for
the operation.

Keywords: supply accuracy, replenishment period, safety stock, standard
normal distribution, random variable

1. Introduction

All production companies require for operation the acquisition of items from
external resources, and their arrival by the specified deadline. When the stock
replenishment can be exactly on time realized, the level of the closing stock,
the quantity of the placed order and the actual date of the order can be clearly
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defined with the knowledge of the initial stocks, the production demand and
the restocking of supplies. However, this initial condition is very rare in prac-
tice. There are several unpredictable factors influencing the supply accuracy
that will affect the operation of the production company. The objective of the
logistics management is to guarantee the stock level required for the adequate
handling of production at the lowest possible level of costs [1].

2. The relationship between the deterministic supply accuracy
and the stock level

The importance of supply accuracy on the inventories and supply chain
efficiency is growing. The operation research and the management sciences
literature includes a huge number of methods and models to support the de-
sign, optimisation and control of purchasing processes from the point of view
supply accuracy [2].

The integration is a core problem of supply in the field of logistics, because
the processes of purchasing and production have bidirectional effects. The in-
tegration of the first two functional parts of logistics (purchasing, production)
is especially important in the case of multistage supply [3].

The supply chain problem includes a wide area of decisions: supplier selec-
tion [4], payment management of supply processes [5], coordination of multi-
level, vendor managed inventory systems [6], consignment stock management
[7], risk management of supply chain and stock management [8]. The mod-
elling of supply processes can be described from the point of view analysis
and optimization of warehouses, and there are important sources proposing
approach to reduce inefficiencies using value stream mapping [9]. The supply
chain accuracy is influenced by the size, operation and scheduling of fleet [10].
It means, the control of the supply processes includes external and internal
factors to be optimised. Within the frame of this paper authors are focusing
on the supply accuracy on the inventories.

As a simplified model, Figure 1 shows the inventory mechanism and the
modification of stocks in case of a deterministic demand and stock replenish-
ment. The initial conditions of the model include the continuous use at a
steady pace, a steady t periodic supply, the minimum stock level Qmin equal
to zero starting from the inadmissible stock shortage and the zero safety stock,
and the Q reorder quantity until the admissible Qmax maximum stock level.
The calculable τ replenishment time and the ti date of receipt determine the
latest tr date, when the order must be placed [11]. The Qr stock level assigned
to time tr represents the minimum stock level that covers the usage within the
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time period necessary from the placement of the order until the actual receipt
of the ordered quantity [12].

Figure 1. Development of stock level in case of deterministic de-
mand and replenishment time

Furthermore, the initial conditions of the model include the fact that the
time demand of stock replenishment is shorter than the periodic time (τ < t),
meaning that maximum one supply can be in progress at a given moment.
This simplified model shows that the maximum stock level is equal to the
quantity per order (Qmax = Q), the stock drops to zero at the end of the
period (Qmin = 0), thus the average stock can be defined with the following
formula [13]:

Q =
Qmax −Qmin

2
=
Q

2
(2.1)

where

Q – average stock,
Qmax – maximum stock level,
Qmin – minimum stock level,
Q – ordered quantity.

3. The relationship between the
stochastic supply accuracy and the stock level

By using the principle of ceteris paribus, we carry out the analysis by em-
phasizing one initial condition of the model, the development of the arrival
time of purchased parts. In this case, the model changes to the extent that we
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allow a deviation in any direction and of any extent between the lengths of the
different periods, by specifying that the demand of the respective period is con-
tinuous and constant within the period (almost stationary) [11]. The practical
applicability of the model justifies this kind of modification of the conditions,
since it is hard to imagine for the operation of producing organizations to
respect the delivery deadline with complete accuracy at every moment. This
change requires the actual supply of the planned demand, thus the model re-
flects only the replenishment period and not the quantitative deviations from
the planned demand.

In case a disturbance occurs in the process of at one of the supply chain’s
actors, it can happen that the actual arrival date of goods will deviate from
the specified deadline. By continuous use, the delay of the arrival of goods
would lead to the shortage of stocks. Figure 2 shows that, compared to Figure
1, in case of a delayed goods arrival the stock level can drop below the previous
level Qmin = 0.

Figure 2. The relationship between supply accuracy of different ex-
tents and stock levels

In case of a supply management strategy that does not allow a stock short-
age, this means in practice a shift of the Qmin level towards the value Qmin′ =
0. In order to simplify the model and by applying the principle of ceteris
paribus once again, the stock replenishment quality Q remains constant for
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every order, so it can lead to a maximum stock level Qmax′ of different peri-
odical values in relation to the actual date of arrival. The fields marked with
grey on Figure 2 show the Qmin–Qmin′ stock shortage generated by the de-
layed arrival of goods, and the Qmax′–Qmax surplus stock due to early arrival
compared to the planned maximum stock level Qmax [14].

The average stock can be defined using two different approaches. With
the first method, we divide the whole analyzed period into shorter periods by
taking the planned and the actual arrival dates of goods into account. The
average stock of the various shorter periods can be quantified separately, and
the average stock of the whole analyzed period can be determined by using
the average stocks of the individual periods and the length of the different
intervals (Figure 3). According to the other method, we take the opening and
closing stocks into account conform to the periods with the original length
values, and the utilization assumed as uniform during the whole period.

Figure 3. The average stock of the various shorter periods

In practice, the deviation from the planned arrival date can be attributed
to various root causes, e.g. unexpected traffic obstacles, disturbances in the
supplier’s processes, cancellation of supply due to a lack of capacity, delayed
or early supply due to an oversight etc.
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When analyzing the direction and extent of the deviation of supply accu-
racy, we can start from the long-term analysis of one product, but we can
analyze product groups, product scopes assigned to suppliers, and also com-
plete product portfolios. In case the analysis is limited to the monitoring of
one product, the deviations from the target must be analyzed in relation to
each other for comparability and cumulability.

In case of an analysis of an adequate number of samples, the deviations
will be typically situated along the probability density function of a standard
normal unimodal distribution (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The probability density function of the standard normal
distribution and its features

In case the partners have agreed on a maximum number of allowed devia-
tions, the respective range of accepted deviations can be defined in the form
of lower and upper tolerance values. The well-known distribution and density
functions popular in production management and quality management circles
for the presentation of quantity features of certain products can be used in
logistics as well. With them, we can show the standard deviation of the actual
arrival time from the plan, the situation of deviations compared to the target,
the distribution of deviations, the intervention points or tolerances, and the
range of the changing replenishment period.

Since the processes between the order placement and the actual arrival of
goods are influenced by accidental factors too, the actual date of arrival can
be defined only with random variables.
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4. The characteristic of the
deterministic stock replenishment time

The simplified stock management model showed on Figure 1 and charac-
terized with a deterministic stock replenishment time and a utilization with
constant intensity can be completed with the maximum extent of the devia-
tion of supply accuracy in two directions, so that Figure 5 is modelling the
deviations occurring compared to the planned utilization. Since the direction
and extent of the deviation compared to the plan is stochastic, i.e. it cannot
be exactly defined in advance, thus the development of the actual arrival date
and of stocks can be determined only with random variables that are repre-
sented on the Figure 5 by the probability density functions of the standard
normal distribution.

Figure 5. Continuous review in case of stochastic replenishment period

The arrival date of the ordered product is theoretically limited from below,
meaning that the product ordered at the R date cannot arrive sooner than
the R date of the order placement, and in general, a delay of any extent
can occur in the actual arrival date by varying degrees of probability. The
form of frequency curves limited from below and characterized with a left-side
asymmetry resembles the density function of the F-distribution and the χ2
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distribution. However, in practice – even if by a very low probability – it can
occur that the item ordered at the R date arrives before the order placement
due to some kind of error, e.g. in case of a supply of identical products in every
period, the supplier sends a certain amount even if an order was not placed
in the respective period. This means that the date of arrivals is not limited
from below in practice, a fact that justifies the application of the probability
density function of a standard normal distribution.

The situation and form of the density function shows these two approaches
in the Figure 5. The density function reaches a little bit over order rate R
from the left side, showing the low probability of the item arriving before the
order placement. The left-side asymmetry of the density function marked with
grey shows the distortion of the probability of the delay and the early arrival
towards the delays.

The longer the stock replenishment time τ , and the higher the performance
accuracy towards the supplier (service level), the smaller the shift or asymme-
try of the probability density function of standard normal distribution in any
direction. Accordingly, in order to simplify the model, we will use a symmetric
unimodal function without the shift of the mean value.

In case we only keep stocks to cover the demands of the planned length of
the period, according to our stock management strategy, the delayed receiving
of the purchased parts compared to the planned ti′ arrival date would result in
a drop to zero of the stocks before the ti date of receipt. This is inacceptable
in case we start from a strategy that does not allow a stock shortage, a certain
amount of safety stock (Qss) should be kept in order to avoid the risks and
costs due to delayed deliveries.

Since the fluctuation of supply accuracy has a stochastic character, the
possible results are random variables equivalent to the standard normal dis-
tribution. Figure 5 shows that if the date of arrival is a random variable, the
occurrence of extreme deviations has a very low probability, thus the stock
shortage can be most likely avoided only with a safety stock with an infinite
high level. In practice however, this is not feasible due to different economic
efficiency reasons, thus a compromise must be reached between the conse-
quences caused by the stock shortage and the sacrifices brought to avoid the
shortage [15].

In order to be able to define the relation between the supply accuracy and
the necessary safety stock, we need to convert the delivery time to used quan-
tity. Earlier, we measured the supply accuracy in time and not in quantity, so
we have to quantify the quantity used within the period between the planned
stock replenishment time and the deviation compared to the deadline. By as-
suming a use of uniform D intensity, the used amount due within the planned
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τ stock replenishment:

Qt = D · τ (4.1)

where

Qt – utilization during the stock replenishment time,
D – intensity of the demand,
τ – lead time of stock replenishment.

By assuming a use of uniform D intensity, the used amount due within the
fluctuation by ∆τ of the stock replenishment time:

Q∆τ = D ·∆τ (4.2)

where

Q∆τ – fluctuation of the utilization caused by the fluctuating stock
replenishment time,
∆τ – fluctuation of the stock replenishment time.

5. The effect of the safety stock level on the probability of the
stock coverage and shortage

The density function detailed on Figure 6 shows the probability of the used
amount due within the actual stock replenishment period, which reflects that
the frequency of occurrences is more typical around the expected value, while
their probability decreases towards the two ends of the function [16, 17].

The Figure 6 shows clearly that the extent of the given stock level covering
the demand during the replenishment period can be defined in relation to
any arbitrary qn stock level and the actual demand during the replenishment
period. The stock level above the actual demand during the replenishment
period is the safety that covers the fluctuation of the arrival date of purchased
parts. The safety stock level can be calculated with the following formula:

Qss = qn − µ (5.1)

where

Qss – safety stock level,
qn – arbitrary stock level,
µ – the actual demand or the expected demand value during the replen-
ishment period.

The formula above demonstrates that the safety stock can have a negative
level, if we allow the probability of the occurrence of a stock shortage dur-
ing our stock management strategy to reach an extent where the stock we
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Figure 6. The effect of the safety stock on the occurrence probability
of the stock shortage

keep in certain periods is not enough to cover the planned demands of the
replenishment period:

qn < µ in case of Qss < 0 (5.2)

In the knowledge of the standard deviation and the supply accuracy, the
probability of the occurrence of a shortage can be defined in relation to any
replenishment period and stock level. In case we adjust the stocks only to
the planned demand level, i.e. we do not keep a safety stock (qn = µ), the
probability of the occurrence of a shortage in case of a supply accuracy with
standard normal distribution will correspond to the probability of the non-
occurrence of the shortage (Figure 7). Since the combined probability of the
two possible results is 100%, the following relation is valid:

P(shortage) = P(coverage) = 0.5 (5.3)

where

P(shortage) – probability of stock shortage,
P(coverage) – probability of stock coverage.
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The distribution function on Figure 7 shows the probability of the coverage
of replenishment period fluctuations in relation to the changes of the stock
level. The probability of the occurrence of the shortage decreases proportion-
ally with the increase of the safety stocks; however, the complete safety can
be guaranteed only by a stock with an infinite level. The introduction of the
distribution function is justified by the fact that the function reflects well the
probability of the occurrence of the stock shortage in connection with the stock
level. The probability can be expressed as a risk as well, to which actual costs
can be assigned.

Figure 7. The probability of the coverage of supply accuracy fluc-
tuations in relation to the change of the stock level

6. The method of the safety stock calculation

When determining the order quantity due for the next period and the stock
level guaranteeing a continuous operation, five tasks must be completed.

1. The service level of our stock management strategy has to be defined,
i.e. the frequency of shortage acceptance.
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2. Define the planned duration of the stock replenishment.
3. Define the expected duration of the acceptable stock replenishment by

the respective service level by considering the expected fluctuation of
the stock replenishment time.

4. Define the stock level that covers the utilization demand due within the
expected duration of the acceptable stock replenishment at the respec-
tive service level by avoiding the occurrence of a shortage.

5. Verify whether the stock available at the time of the order does cover
the utilization demand defined by considering the service level and the
expected fluctuation of the stock replenishment time.

Under service level we mean the extent of acceptance regarding the shortage,
which can be defined in two ways [1]. It can be determined as a relation of
the number of periods allowing shortages and the total number of periods
analyzed, or we can define the allowed probability of the occurrence of the
shortage. In case we allow 2 periods uncovered by stocks for a complete
period, e.g. one year, the service level can be defined by a weekly period as
follows:

SL · t
T

=
2 · 7
360

= 0.0389 (6.1)

where

SL – service level,
t – the length of a given period,
T – the length of the complete period.

From the standard normal distribution table we get the value Z = 1.765
matching the probability value 0.0389. Another way to define the service level
is to define the maximum allowed level of the probability of the shortage’s
occurrence (e.g. 0.02) and to find the matching Z = 2.33 value. Irrespective
of the definition of the service level, we apply the resulting value in a consistent
way.

Subsequently, we must define the planned duration of the stock replenish-
ment of the n-th period:

τn = tni − tnr (6.2)

where

τn – the planned duration of the stock replenishment of the n-th period,
tni – the planned arrival date of the order belonging to the respective
n-th period,
tnr – the date of the order placement belonging to the respective n-th
period.
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The fluctuation expected for the duration of the next period can be defined
based on the service level and the expected demand value during the replen-
ishment period. By using the formula the distribution function (6.3), we can
determine the F (q) value of the distribution function for any arbitrary q value
[18, 19, 20]:

F (q) =

∫ q

−∞
f(q) dq =

1

σ
√

2π

∫ q

−∞
e

−(q − µ)2

2σ2 dq = Φ

(
q − µ
σ

)
= Z (6.3)

where

F (q) – the formula of the distribution function,
Z – the standardized value of a normally distributed random variable.

In case the value of the standard normal distribution function is equal to the
service level, the stock level q barely covers the expected utilization demand
µ derived from the replenishment period and constant utilization that can be
characterized with an σ standard deviation by an SL reliability level:

Φ

(
q − µ
σ

)
= SL = Z (6.4)

where

q – the demand during the stock replenishment time expired until the
actual arrival of goods,
σ – standard deviation of the demand, caused by the fluctuation of the
length of the stock replenishment period.

We have to define the expected duration of the acceptable stock replenish-
ment by the respective service level by considering the expected fluctuation of
the stock replenishment time. We can transform the above-mentioned formula
in a way that q equals the demand during the tni′ stock replenishment time
expired until the actual arrival of goods accepted by the given SL level, and
µ equals the demand during the τn = tni − tnr planned stock replenishment
period, it means:

q = D · (tni′ − tnr) and µ = D · (tni − tnr) = D · τ (6.5)

where

tni′ – stock replenishment time expired until the actual arrival of goods.

From the formula above it follows:

F (q) = Φ

(
q − µ
σ

)
→ Φ

(
D · (tni′ − tnr)

σ

)
= Φ

(
D ·∆τn

σ

)
= SL (6.6)
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Formula (6.5) and (6.6) show that the Qss safety stock level belonging to
the SL service level is the difference of the stock level and during the planned
replenishment period expected demand level q−µ, which can be defined with
the help of the standard normal distribution Φ(q) table, it means:

Qss = q − µ (6.7)

The extent of the expected demand due by the end of the period between
the ordering point and the receipt of products (replenishment period) can be
quantified similarly to formula (6.5):

µτ = τ ·Dτ (6.8)

where

µτ – expected value of demand due within the stock replenishment
period,
Dτ – average demand of the period between the ordering point and the
period’s end.

During the quantification of the safety stocks, it is not enough to cover
the utilization demands expected for the remaining τ period of the ordering
period; the temporal deviations during stock replenishment must be taken into
account as well. Figure 8 demonstrates the above-mentioned relations [1].

Figure 8. The relations of the continuous review
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7. Summary

Several unpredictable factors can occur in the supply chain, that influenc-
ing the operation of the production company. The objective of the logistics
management is to guarantee the stock level required for the adequate han-
dling of production at the lowest possible level of costs. The more stringent
expectation we define towards the frequency of stock shortages in our stock
management strategy, the higher the expenses will be for the avoidance of
the stock shortage. Fundamentally, we can guarantee the achievement of the
target level in two directions:

• with a stricter supplier qualification, we can reduce the uncertainty of
supplies,
• we can increase the safety stocks to cover the fluctuating arrival date of

purchased parts.

The management of unpredictable supply accuracy urges the management
of the production company to reach a compromise. The shortage of stocks can
cause serious disturbances in the production supply and customer service, the
costs of which are often unquantifiable. The avoidance of stock shortages is an
important objective for every organization; however, it would be possible only
with the management of an infinite stock level due to the stochastic nature of
demands.
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Abstract. This paper provides a survey on the available methods for
induction of morphology grammars using statistical methods. The se-
lected word and character representation forms play a crutial role in
the efficiency of the generated grammar rule system. The performed
analysis covers a wide range of methods where the main focus is set on
the decision tree based rule trees which provides an efficient approach
for large problems too. Regarding the word representation formats, the
paper shows the main benefits of the attribute-based approach.

Keywords: morphology analysis, grammar induction, word representa-
tion formats

1. Morphology

The morphology is a linguistic discipline analyzing the internal components of
words in expression of syntactical roles. In the case of syntetic languages, the
morphemes are the primary tools to determine the meaning of the words. The
most widely used implementation forms of morpheme units are the affixes.
In concatenative morphology, the different components (morphemes) can be
composed into a sequence and there is a clear boundary between the different
components. On the other hand, some languages use also non-concatenative
morphology rule too. The past tense of irregular verbs in English language is
based on this kind of transformation. In the Ngiti [4] language, the plural of a
noun is generated by replacing the last two syllables with high tone syllables:
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singular: kama, plural: km.

Current morphology analyzer, like the Humor analyser for the Hungarian lan-
guage [1] uses a lexicon on the possible surface forms. The implemented pro-
gram performs a search on the input word form for possible analyses. It looks
up morphs in the lexicon the surface form of which matches the beginning
of the input word (and later the beginning of the yet unanalyzed part of it).
The lexicon may contain not only single morphs but also morph sequences.
These are ready-made analyses for irregular forms of stems or suffix sequences,
which can thus be identified by the analyzer in a single step, which makes its
operation more efficient [7, 8].

A transformed word has usually a stem part which relates to the base lexeme
word. The inflectional part denotes the modified parts of the word. Consid-
ering inflectional part, it can be subcategorized based on the position of the
modification: prefix, suffix and infix part. The prefix part occurs at the begin-
ning of the word, suffix is at the end of the word and infix part is within the
stem word. The circumfix denotes the case where both prefix and suffix parts
are used. Based on the degree of morphology transformations in the words,
there are isolating and polysynthetic languages. The isolating languages do
not use any morphological transformation, while polysynthetic languages allow
considerable number of inflectional morphemes for a lexeme word. Another
categorization system is based on the meaning of the affix parts. In case of
fusional languages, the same morpheme unit can express many different se-
mantic roles at the same time. For example, the morpheme s in the word
walks denotes the following properties: present tense, singular and 3rd per-
son. The other group of languages is called agglomerative languages as they
use a unique morpheme for every semantic role. These morpheme units are
usually well separable from each other.
Due to the big variety and irregularity of morphology, it is a big challenge in
computational linguistic to develop an efficient learning method for induction
of morphology rules. In the literature, current tools are primary tailored only
on the simple concatenative morphology using no fusional components. The
TASR method [6] for example builds up a tree of suffix rules based on the
training samples. The method provides efficient execution cost characteristics
but it has been proven inefficient in generalization of the rules for untrained
data.
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2. Learning methods

2.1. TASR - a decision tree method

A widely used tree-based method is the TASR method [6] which is based on
a tree of suffix rules. A suffix rule is defined with a rule LHS → RHS, where
LHS is the left-hand suffix and RHS is the right-hand suffix. This means
that LHS from the input will be transformed to RHS in the output. For ex-
ample, the training word pair alma→ almt indicates the following suffix rules:

• alma → almt
• lma → lmt
• ma → mt
• a → t

A dependency can be observed among these rules based on the alignment
relationship. The LHS → RHS suffix rule is aligned with the LHS′ → RHS′

suffix rule iff LW = con(s, LHS) = con(s′, LHS′) and RW = con(s,RHS) =
con(s′, RHS′) where symbol con means string concatenation and s, s′ are pre-
fixes and LW,RW are arbitrary words.

The child suffix rule LHS → RHS is subsumed by the parent suffix rule
LHS′ → RHS′ iff ∃x ∈ Σ : (LHS = con (x, LHS′) ∧RHS = con (x,RHS′)).

The suffix rule tree based on the alignment relationship of the left hand
suffixes, meets the following properties:

• The root’s |LHS| is minimal.
• Each node contains the rule with the highest frequency, where that rule

is not subsumed by the parent’s rule.
• For every child node, LHS′ = con (x, LHS) where x ∈ Σ and LHS is

the parent rule.

The tree building starts with an empty root node, by extracting all the
aligned suffix rules according to the definitions above. For every node we have
to find the rule with the highest frequency and check whether or not it is
subsumed by the parent rule. In the latter case the found rule is the winning
rule and we can append the new node to the tree.

After this recursive building algorithm, we can start using the tree, this
time in a bottom-up fashion. We traverse the tree for each input word, and
try to find the first matching rule from the deepest level. After we found it,
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we can apply the transformation on the input word and return the result.

Of course this method depends heavily on the input training set, and we
can only use TASR in case of special languages, because only the suffixes are
considered by the algorithm. However, if the language meets the requirement
of TASR, it is by far the fastest method.

Figure 1. Sample figure (source:[6])

2.2. Ostia - FST method

Another but slightly more complex morphological method is OSTIA or the
Onward Subsequential Transducer Inference Algorithm [5] with which belongs
to the family of FST (finite state transducer) methods.

A transducer is defined as t ⊆ Σ∗ × Γ∗, t = {(s1, s2) | s1 ∈ Σ∗, s2 ∈ Γ∗}
where s1 is the input word and s2 is the output word.

A rational transducer is a tuple T = (Q,Σ,Γ, qλ, E) where

• Q is the set of states
• Σ and Γ are the input and output alphabets, respectively
• qλ is the start state
• E ⊆ Q× Σ∗ × Γ∗ ×Q is the set of transitions

The sequential transducer is a rational transducer such that E ⊂ Q×Σ∗ ×
Γ∗ ×Q and ∀ (q, a, u, q′) , (q, a, v, q′′) ∈ E → u = v ∧ q′ = q′′

The subsequential transducer is defined as T = (Q,Σ,Γ, qλ, E, σ) such that
the first five components make a sequential transducer and sigma : Q → Γ∗

is the state output function.
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The onward transducer meets the following condition

∀q ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ : lcp
({
u |

(
q, a, u, q′

)
∈ E

}
∪ {σ (q)}

)
= λ,

where lcp returns the longest common prefix of the given word set.

q
a
 : 1

a :: λ

b :: 01

b :: 1 a :: 0

q
λ
 : λ

Figure 2. A sample onward subsequential transducer

During production mode, we start from qλ (start state) and for every input
character we change our state and append the output characters on the edge
to the output word. After we reach the end of the input word, the end state’s
output characters are also appended and thus the output word is produced
and the algorithm is finished.

There are many applications of the FSA methods in the literature. It can
be used among others for learning of word formation too. In the article [2],
the formation of noun + noun compounds by computational morphological
means is investigated by FST in order to understand how this process should
be formalised, modelled and subsequently implemented. In [3], Allomorfessor
model is presented using a probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG). The
model extends the morphological segmentation method, Morfes- sor Baseline,
to model allomorphy. The proposed unsupervised method discovers common
base forms for allomorphs from an unannotated corpus.

2.3. Markov models

In the statistical approaches of NLP problems the Markov model is a dom-
inating method. The Markov processes are based on the assumption that the
state value at given time point, depends only on the previous states. In the
case of 1-MM, the following assumption is used for every t index:

P (s(t) = x|s(t− 1)s(t− 2)...s(1)) = P (s(t) = x|s(t− 1))

The main parameters of the Markov model are the

• the probabilities of the initial states
• the probabilities of the state transition

After learning the probability parameters, the probability of the different state
sequences can be calculated.
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The base Markov model [10] is suitable for problems where the state values
can be observed directly. In many problems of morphology and grammars,
this condition is not met, as we cann’t observe the state, only some related
labels are visible. In the case of Hidden Markov Models (HMM), the following
components are included into the problem description:

• set of hidden states
• state transition probabilities
• initial state probabilities
• set of output symbol
• symbol transmission probabilities for the states

The goal of the Viterbi algorithm is to determine the hidden state sequence
for a given symbol sequence. The algorithm uses a dynamic programming
approach, i.e. the global optimum is calculated via sequence of local optimum
states. The algorithm determines the most likely state transition path for the
given observation sequence O and probability parameters M :

argmaxXP (X|O,M)

3. Character Representation Formats

In the morphological analysis of the words, the representation form plays
a crucial role. The morphology rules are usually based on latent physical
and mental parameters and the written form of the words is a result of sev-
eral transformation steps. The process of morpheme analysis is used in many
different application areas having very different process models. In the dif-
ferent environments, different transformation processes can be observed. For
example, in NLP interface, the voice to text transformation has a central role,
while in a word spelling application, the position of keyboard buttons is an
important factor.

3.1. Alphabet representation

This base model is the most widely used model where the alphabetical
symbols are applied as building blocks. Most of the proposals like [9] use this
approach. This model is the most general one, and it can be used for every
application areas. This model is based on the surface level, the processes are
working only with the visible symbols. As there are many complex dependen-
cies in the background, the work at the surface level is considered as a more
complex problem, it is harder to detect the dependencies. The following table
summarizes the benefits and the drawbacks of this model.
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Table 1. Alphabet representation

Benefits Drawbacks
- simple representation - complex relationships
- general - not very efficient
- many application areas
- many supporting methods

3.2. Metric space approach

In a spell checking application, the core measure is the similarity between
the words. There exists a lexicon of valid words and the words found in the
text should be tested for validity. If the word is not found, the best matching
words from the lexicon should be suggested for corrections [11].

The metric space is based on a distance function meeting the following
conditions

d(a, b) ≥ 0,

d(a, b) = d(b, a),

d(a, c) ≤ d(a, b) + d(b, c).

In this problem domain, the word distance metric is used to measure the
similarity between the words. The most usual approach is the edit distance,
where a dynamic programming algorithm is used to calculate the minimum
transformation cost. The most widely used approach is the application of unit
costs, i.e unchanged

• costinsert = 1
• costdelet = 1
• costreplace = 1
• costunchanged=0

In the case of special application, like spell check of text written on keyboard,
a more specific distance model can provide a better solution. For example, in
the case of keyboard, the distance matrix of the letters is based on the position
of the letter keys. Using this mode, the implemented spell checker preferences
the lexicon words having characters in the neighboring positions.

Table 2. Metric space representation

Benefits Drawbacks
- simple representation - complex relationships
- better accuracy for special domains - not very efficient
- many supporting methods - domain specific distances
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3.3. Vector representation

For description of the label parameters, the label should be considered as
a compound object. This model enables a deeper investigation and a more
accurate representation. For example, in the case of NLP applications, the
letter is a representations of the tones and the tones have special physical
parameters. Thus the letter symbols can be described with the help of these
physical symbols. This representation can improve the efficiency of the rule
induction processes as it takes also some of the latent parameters behind the
visible letters. It can be assumed namely, that there exists some relationship
between the physical parameters of the tunes in the word inflection system.

Using a vector space model, the feature vectors are used to represent the
letters where the dimensions correspond to the attributes. The main benefit of
the vector model, that the usual calculation methods like Euclidean distance
or cosine similarity can be used on a standard way. On the other hand, the
vector model is a relatively rigid model, as the dimensionality is fixed. That
restriction makes some reasoning operations like generalization more difficult
to implement.

Table 3. Vector representation

Benefits Drawbacks
- more accurate representation - complex relationships
- standard model - higher calculation costs
- more accurate inference - rigid representation
- many application areas
- many supporting methods

3.4. Attribute set representations

The attribute set representation has a similar goal as the feature vector
representation but here, the attributes are considered as elements of a set
instead of dimensions. This model also enables a deeper investigation and a
more accurate representation. This representation can improve the efficiency
of the rule induction processes as it takes also some of the latent parameters
behind the visible letters.

This approach is based on an object representation widely used in many
information models, namely on the application of a relation context. The
main benefit of the set based approach that it enables the application of the
standard methods in conceptual modelling. For example, in the FCA (Formal
Concept Analysis) model where the objects are described with attribute sets,
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the generalization can be used on a natural way. During the generalization,
the intersection of the corresponding attribute sets yields the description of
the generalized concept. Using sets instead of vectors can extend the set of
operations in the rule induction methods.

Table 4. Attribute set representations

Benefits Drawbacks
- more accurate representation - complex relationships
- standard model - higher calculation costs
- more accurate inference
- many application areas
- many supporting methods
- flexible representation

3.5. Syllable representation

In some proposal on morpheme analysis, a model best matching the speech
format is used to represents the words. The syllable is an atom of the speech
and this unit can be used in word analysis too. As the syllable units are closer
to the physical level than the letter description, it can provide a more accurate
analysis of the hidden relationships. To use a syllable based description, the
words should be transformed first into a syllable format. This step is on the
other hand, not a trivial task.

Table 5. Syllable representations

Benefits Drawbacks
- more accurate inference - complex relationships
- direct representation - higher calculation costs

- domain specific
- few supporting methods

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a survey on the main statistical methods for morphology
rule induction was presented with especial highlight on the role of word rep-
resentation formats. From the viewpoint of generality and cost efficiency, the
methods using decision tree structure and an attribute set representation for-
mat provide the best option for implementation.
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Abstract. There are many areas in information technology and mathe-
matics where we have to process large graphs, for example data mining
based on social networks, route problems, etc. Many of these areas re-
quire us to explore the connections among nodes and find all the maximal
cliques in the graphs, i.e. all the node sets whose members are mutu-
ally connected with each other. One possible and widely used clique
detection method is the so-called Bron-Kerbosch algorithm. However,
this technique alone might be too slow for big graphs, thus porting the
method into a massively parallel system can reduce the overall runtime.
This paper introduces some possibilities and starting points in utilizing
the open source Apache Hadoop framework that can help in using the
resources of multiple computers. The so-called MapReduce architecture
makes it possible to divide and conquer the big task into smaller chunks
and eventually solve the problem faster than the equivalent sequential
methods.

Keywords: graph algorithms, clique detection, mapreduce architecture,
Apache Hadoop, parallel systems

1. Applications of Clique Detection

In the era of Internet of Things or IoT [1] for short, sensors are creating
unprecedented amount of new data continuously. The measured values can
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often be structured into hierarchies or networks. These graphs need to be pro-
cessed quickly to extract the information out of them, as most of the values
are useless in themselves, we need to clean and interpret them, which would
be very difficult, often impossible without proper automatization.

However, IoT is only one area that we can apply graph algorithms. A more
popular territory of Information Technology where we can work with huge
graphs is the databases and services of different social media sites like Face-
book, Google+ or Twitter just to mention a few. These sites are excellent ex-
amples of world-wide distributed databases that provide almost uninterrupted
services 24/7 all around the globe. Facebook Graph API for instance helps us
query different parts of their graph structure that contains not only people and
their properties, but also places, locations and all the connections among these
graph nodes. One of the more popular widely-known area of social network
analysis [2] is answering the question who knows who, where we can also apply
clique detection if we want to find those people who mutually know each other.

A classical mathematical problem, the symmetric travelling salesman prob-
lem can also be solved with the help of clique trees [3] which are optimal data
structures for storing cliques of a graph. Although this solution requires more
advanced mathematical theory as well, clique detection and clique tree build-
ing introduces a new method for this well-known problem.

If we want to search for application areas other than IT, we can find many-
many methods and models in different disciplines like biochemistry [4]. So we
can see in the literature that clique detection is part of many scientific studies,
and thus solving it well and quickly is usually crucial. There are, of course,
many models that try to achieve the same goal optimally.

One model that we can use deals with neighborhood relationships. The al-
gorithm presented in [5] tries to solve the clique detection problem in the least
iteration steps, analyzing the adjacency of the input graph. A more modern
approach is given in [6] where genetic programming is used to solve the same
problem. As we can expect, genetic programming or any other artificial intel-
ligence method can be utilized in clique detection algorithms, but these tools
are often blind or mostly-blind due to the fact that not the specific problem
is solved, but the problem is transformed to the domain of the AI model.

One of the classical models is the so-called Bron-Kerbosch algorithm that
solves the clique detection problem with classical mathematical tools. This
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method was first introduced in [7] and since its first appearance in 1972, many
other Bron-Kerbosch variations have appeared that tried to amend the origi-
nal ancestor in different areas or subproblems.

In this paper the original Bron-Kerbosch algorithm will be used to demon-
strate how to apply the old concepts in the fairly new area of MapReduce
architecture and Apache Hadoop in order to process huge graphs in parallel.

2. The Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm

Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph of v ∈ V nodes and e = (vi, vj) ∈ E
edges.

Definition 1 (Clique). C (G) is a clique of n nodes if
C (G) = {vi ∈ V | 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ ∀vj , vk ∈ C (G) : (vj , vk) ∈ E}.
Definition 2 (Maximal clique). C (G) is a maximal clique if @C2 (G) for
which C (G) ⊂ C2 (G) is true.

The Bron-Kerbosch clique detection algorithm returns all the maximal
cliques for the given graph, effectively returning a set of node sets.

The Bron-Kerbosch method is a recursive algorithm that requires three sets
as its input:

• P : the set of nodes that have not been processed yet.
• X: the set of nodes that are not part of the currently investigated clique.
• R: the set of nodes that are all members of the currently investigated

clique.

The first step of the algorithm is BronKerbosch (V (G) , {} , {}), thus pro-
viding the whole graph as the set of yet-to-be-processed nodes.

After every recursive call we check if the current clique is a maximal clique,
and if so, we return it. Otherwise we process every member of P and call our-
selves recursively, slightly modifying the input sets according to the neighbors
of the currently processed node.

Let N (v) be the neighbors of an arbitrary node v ∈ V (G). With these no-
tations, a simple pseudocode of the Bron-Kerbosch method looks like listing 1.
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Listing 1. The Bron-Kerbosch algorithm

BronKerbosch (P, X, R) :

i f l ength (P) = length (X) = 0 :

y i e l d R

f o r v in P:

P2 = i n t e r s e c t (P, N( v ) )

X2 = i n t e r s e c t (X, N( v ) )

R2 = union (R, {v})

BronKerbosch (P2 , X2 , R2)

P = P \ {v}
X = union (X, {v})

As noted above, there are multiple variations on the Bron-Kerbosch algo-
rithm that try to mend it in different ways. Since the method is recursive, by
eliminating some of the recursive calls we can make the algorithm faster.

Another way of speeding up the algorithm in case of large graphs is applying
parallel programming. In the next sections some of the existing approaches
are introduced, then some thoughts on utilizing Apache Hadoop in clique de-
tection using the original Bron-Kerbosch algorithm.

3. Parallel Programming Approaches

In the history of computer science multiple different approaches have come
to life in the need of executing code in parallel. The three most popular areas
of them nowadays are native threading, GPGPU and distributed systems.

3.1. Native Threading

One of the first methods for parallel execution that everybody considers
is native threading. All the currently used desktop operating systems and
modern universal programming languages provide a way to fire up a separate
thread and load some of the work to that one. Classical example is the mighty
POSIX threading [8], but recently C++11 got its own threading types as
well, moreover modern languages like Java and C# provide higher level APIs
to work with threads like Java’s Fork/Join framework and parallel stream API.
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However, there are some commonly known drawbacks of using native thread-
ing: first of all, the number of parallel threads cannot be higher than the num-
ber of logical CPU cores in our system. That’s why we need to take care of this
fact, because starting more threads can actually slow down our application if
we’re not cautious. Another issue is that the number of CPU cores is rather
low even in the more modern computers, so any threads started above this
number will be executed in the old sequential order by the operating system.

3.2. GPGPU

To solve the second issue of native threading, we can utilize graphical pro-
cessors in our computers to solve general problems. This is called GPGPU
[9] which can be used in general purpose applications but is currently applied
more widely in computer graphics and games.

One problem with GPGPU is that there are two major uncompatible ap-
proaches as well: CUDA [10] which is developed by NVidia and provides a
higher level interface to work with the GPU, and OpenCL [11] which is slightly
lower level, but platform independent, meaning that it works on both NVidia
and AMD graphics cards.

However, we must make sure that the integration of GPGPU in our appli-
cation is well suited for these APIs, because implementing some algorithms
directly on the CPU and some of them on the GPU won’t achieve the expected
results, as copying data back and forth between the two memory spaces causes
a lot of overhead.

3.3. Distributed Systems

The most widely used approach for parallel programming in data mining al-
gorithms – such as our clique detection sample – is using distributed systems,
where the parallelism doesn’t occur inside a computer, but instead across mul-
tiple computers.

With this approach, we eliminate the current hardware limits and build a
virtual supercomputer that contains the combined power of the member ma-
chines. Of course the delay and overhead cannot be eliminated, but this is
not the goal with such systems. The purpose of distribution is to build an
elastic and scalable parallel network so that we can add or remove computers
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anytime we want.

Although distributed systems have their own history and subcategories, we
only deal with the MapReduce architecture and Apache Hadoop in this paper.

4. Apache Hadoop

The main goal of MapReduce [12] and Apache Hadoop [13] is to split the in-
put data to multiple nodes and process them locally. Therefore the distributed
system contains mutliple mapper and reducer tasks that can be located on dif-
ferent machines and get input from the core framework.

A mapper task’s goal is to produce key-value pairs, grouping the input into
multiple subcategories. Each key gets processed by the same reducer task that
tries to return an aggregated return value for that key. Data flows and data
persistence is controlled by Hadoop that uses the distributed Hadoop File Sys-
tem, or shortly HDFS, that is an open source variant of GFS (see e.g. [14]).
HDFS is responsible not only for distributing data to the nodes, but also per-
sisting each chunk on multiple nodes to defend against node failures and data
loss. Figure 1 illustrates the logical components and layers of Apache Hadoop
1 and HDFS. Apache Hadoop 2 is slightly different after the introduction of
the Yarn framework, but the core concepts have remained the same, only the
configuration and flexibility have been improved.

As we can see, Hadoop works in a master-slave fashion where a core com-
ponent on master controls the slave components. Of course the complexity
of the distributed nature and the necessary redundancy is not visible in the
rather simplified figure.

5. Using MapReduce to Solve the Classical Bron-Kerbosch
Algorithm

When porting a classical algorithm like the Bron-Kerbosch method to the
MapReduce architecture, we must solve the following issues:

1. How to split the input data among the nodes?
2. How to test our approach without much overhead?

The next two subsections will answer the above two questions.
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Figure 1. Architecture of Apache Hadoop 1

5.1. Splitting the Input Among the Nodes

When we work directly with Apache Hadoop, we must implement different
interfaces that will be called by the framework during execution. These main
interfaces are:

• WritableComparable: all domain data model classes must implement
this interface if they need to be copied among the nodes.
• Mapper : this class must be extended by our custom mapper.
• Reducer : this class must be extended by our custom reducer.

Every mapper and reducer has four generic type arguments as well: the type
of received keys, the type of received values, the type of produced keys and
the type of produced values. We have chosen a very intuitive type argument
subdivision, that can be seen in table 1.

Table 1. Generic Type Arguments

Input Output
key value key value

Mappers Null Graph Integer Clique
Reducers Integer Clique Null Clique
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The reason behind this is that the mappers will receive only a graph, it
doesn’t need to have a key at all. After processing the input graph, they will
produce key-value pairs consisting of the hashcode of the resulting clique and
the clique itself. The reducer will then receive a clique hash code and the
list of every occurrence of the same clique. Since these objects will be equal,
the only logic in the reducer is that it returns the first occurrence without a key.

Only one question remains: how to split the big input graph into smaller
chunks? Our method was to iterate over the nodes of the graph and extract
a smaller graph consisting of the selected node and all of its neighbors. This
way we got as many small graphs as there are nodes in the big graph. It’s
easy to see that if such a small graph contains a maximal clique, it will be a
maximal clique in the original graph, too.

Of course there are other approaches for divide and conquer in this exam-
ple as well. For instance, we could pass the whole graph to every mapper and
they would select the appropriate cliques by node index. However, in case of
big data this method proved to be slower because the initialization of such
distributed systems tend to be slower, since the whole graph has to be copied
to every single mapper node, and the mappers must wait until every copy is
ready locally.

5.2. Test Environment for Testing Hadoop Based Solutions

When testing a distributed system, usually we have to differentiate a devel-
opment and a production mode, as maintaining multiple machines for testing
purposes is not very remunerative. In our case we had three possibilities be-
side using a physical distributed system.

The first, and probably the most sophisticated method – that can also be
used for production systems – is using a 3rd party cloud service. There are
many different providers like Microsoft, Amazon, Oracle, etc. who provide
easy-to-use, configurable and scalable solutions. We can pay for any number
of virtual machines that we can maintain and use as we wish. However, proof
of concepts tend to be more like experimentations that usually take longer
time than the available trial of these systems.

Another cheaper method is using local virtual machines. VirtualBox is a
free tool that can help us in maintaining arbitrary Linux boxes that we can
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use for our test distributed system. Usually one physical machine with enough
CPU and memory resources can execute even three or four virtual machines
that are more than enough for testing purposes. However, writing automated
scripts for VirtualBox is not a very easy task, while maintaining them by hand
is a bit error-prone.

A perfect match for our purpose is a relatively new tool called Docker,
that also helps us to maintain virtual Linux boxes, however the method of
virtualization is faster and more configurable. Moreover, Docker provides
a way to write automated scripts that can download, initialize, install and
configure systems. Our script uses two custom virtual Debian Linux containers
and consists of the following steps:

1. It downloads the base Debian Linux container.
2. It installs all the required software for the machine like Java, Maven,

Hadoop, ssh, etc.
3. It copies the required Hadoop configuration files to the appropriate

folders based on external XML templates.
4. It builds the test application with Maven.
5. It executes the test application and shuts down the machines.

To keep DRY (don’t repeat yourself) principles, two custom Linux Docker
containers were used: the first one inherits from the base Debian container
and configures a base Hadoop slave machine, while the other one inherits the
first one and adds support for Hadoop master nodes. This way the installation
steps of Java, Maven, Hadoop, etc. are only stored once.

6. Summary

Hadoop provides an excellent way to make classical algorithms run faster
by making them parallel. It provides a way to run parts of the algorithm on
different computers, thus eliminating the limits of a single machine. The only
thing we must be prepared for, is how we want to divide and conquer the
input data. One classical graph algorithm is the Bron-Kerbosch method that
returns all the maximal cliques of a graph. The original algorithm is sequen-
tial, so we decided to port it to Hadoop by splitting the graph by its nodes.
The mappers receive a subgraph as input and return key-value pairs of the
hashcode of the found cliques and the maximal cliques themselves. After that
the reducers return the first occurrence of the mapper outputs because every
reducer receives all the mapper output with the same key (hashcode). To test
our proof of concept, we used randomly generated input graphs and Docker as
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the virtualization technology because of its scalable and configurable nature.
The next step will be to use real physical machines bound in a real cluster
and real-life input data, so that we can properly test not just the validity, but
the performance of this algorithm compared to the original sequential method.
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Abstract. The web browser has become the natural platform of the
graphical applications. This paper introduces a desktop environment
concept which makes the development and deployment of the applica-
tions easier. The approach combines the thin client technology and lo-
cally installed servers. This hybrid solution is proper for the common use
cases. The paper primarily analyzes two aspects of the desktop environ-
ment; the rendering of the desktop and the synchronization of the user
data. The proposed solutions are compared with the available similar
alternatives.

Keywords: web desktop, thin client, display manager, version control

1. Introduction

There are usually some misconception of the user about the importance of
underlying software stacks. We can found many debates on the Internet about
various operating systems and kernels. Most of them only compare the thin
top layers namely the desktop environment. This recognition suggests that
from the viewpoint of the user the underlying layers are irrelevant because
they provide non-functional features.

The graphical user interface toolkit (near the top of the software stack) has
huge impact to the user experience. The commonly used components have
already standardized but their behaviour and appearance are not defined ex-
actly. It results inconsistent look and feel when we use applications from a
different kind. It is the source of some further problems. The inconsistent
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terminology and graphic elements make the usage of the software harder. The
various dependencies of the widget toolkit libraries cause unnecessary redun-
dancy and sometimes make the communication between software problematic.
(For example special clipboard and IPC implementations.)

The personal computing means nowadays that the user typically works with
at least two computers. We can assume that the computers are different in
some aspects. (The user works with more computers because all of them have
a benefit for example the location, the performance, the storage size or the
weight is more appropriate in a given situation.) The data are usually shared
between the machines. It makes necessary to synchronize the data.

The thin client technology is able to solve the previously mentioned prob-
lems. The client is only responsible for displaying the contents and for sending
the commands to the servers. The applications are provided by the server
therefore the set of applications can be collected carefully by the system ad-
ministrator. The synchronization is not a problem because all data is stored
on the server. However there are some disadvantages also. For instance the
thin client conceptually has only a limited offline functionality.

The paper concentrates on the consistent visual representation of the user
interface and the problematic of the synchronization. It shows compromised
solutions between the thin client and offline workstation.

2. Related Works

The term ”web based” here means that the desktop application is a web
application where the server can be local or remote. We can found some
similar architectures in the contemporary operating systems.

The Bell Laboratories has developed an operating system for distributed
servers [1]. Its main design goal is to became graphical, portable and net-
worked. The system’s programming language is the Limbo. For portability it
uses machine independent bytecode and the Dis virtual machine. (The con-
cept of the project is close to the Java Environment. Basically this project
was the concurrent technology when the Java project started.)

The FirefoxOS is an operating system designed for the web [2]. It uses open
standards and provides a low cost alternative for smart devices. It’s layered
architecture consists the following parts.

• Gonk : A common layer for the Linux kernel and the Hardware Abstrac-
tion Layer.

• Gecko: Web browser engine. Its main task is to render HTML pages.
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• Gaia: User interface implementation written in HTML, CSS and Java-
Script. It communicates over the Open Web API therefore the applica-
tions can be works in other web browser.

• HTML5 applications: The FirefoxOS is able to run web applications.
It provides access to device drivers.

We can use applications in online or offline mode. The online mode is the
same as in the case of desktop web browsers. For offline usage we need to
install the application. In this case, instead of nativ application we can run
the application server on the given device.

The Chrome OS (and its open source version called Chromium OS) is also a
browser oriented operating system [3]. Technically this is a Linux distribution
with some unique features and hardware support. Primarily it is a thin client
which provides access to Google services.

There are other operating systems which are designed directly to the web
[4]. Their interfaces resembles to the frequently used desktop environment.
The most notable representatives are the eyeOS, Glide OS and the Joli OS.

As we can see the browser has become a platform in the Web 2.0 era. The
application of thin client is not a trivial decision. The main differences of the
architectures originated from the measure of network dependency.

3. Interaction with the User

3.1. Desktop as Primary Interface

The desktop environment is an essential part of the interaction with the
user. We can see the main steps of interaction cycle in Figure 1. The input
and output devices are physically available for the user. In the case of web
browser the typical input devices are the keyboard and mouse, the output
devices are the screen and the speaker.

We can notice the Model-View-Controller pattern in the cycle. The con-
troller here responsible for registering and preprocessing the input. The ap-
plication logic is stateful in most cases. The layout arrangement calculates
the positions and sizes of the visual elements. In the rendering step from the
tree-like component structure an image will be created.

3.2. Online and Offline Works

The online services have many advantages. For instance, they require only
a minimal standard installation because most of the applications are installed
on the remote server.
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Figure 1. The main steps of the interaction.

The platform of this type of software is the web browser. It results that the
applications are portable. We can use the software on any device which can
run web browser.

The reliable and fast network connection is a natural requirement in in-
formation technology. In the case of online services these requirements are
essential. When the network connection is slower or we have no connection at
all these online services are unable to work.

The thin client technology often assumes that the client device has only a
limited resources and cannot run the application locally. The computational
power of smart devices is enough for managing file systems and databases.
The thin clients are still preferred because intensive calculations requires more
energy and the battery becomes the bottleneck.

4. Layered Architectures

4.1. Client types

We can distinguish different client types as we can see on Table 1. The
clients are classified by their components. The literature use the light, rich
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and heavy names as synonyms in general [5]. Here these names reflect to its
complexity. In the following paragraphs their advantages and disadvantages
will be summarized.

type Model App. L. Controller Layout Arr. Rendering
thin
light ×
rich × × ×
heavy × × × ×
desktop × × × × ×

Table 1. The types of the clients.

thin client: The client only display the previously rendered image. It
requires only a minimal amount of resources on the client side but assumes
that the network is able to stream the view of the desktop real-time. This
solution is very flexible on the client side but the rendering requires graphical
capabilities on the server. For example the VNC client and remote desktops
belong to this category.

light client: In this case the server send document object, vector graphics
or only the difference of the desktop image from the previous one. Most of
the web pages can be considered as light client because the browser waits the
response from the server and render graphical elements from the HTML source
code.

rich client: The web browser usually able to manage the user input events
and calculate the layout arrangement. In web environment the rendering pro-
vided by the HTML rendering engine. As rich suggests the Rich Internet
Applications are in this type.

heavy client: The application runs in the client. The persistent storage
still on the server side. This construction is beneficial for example the case of
calculation intensive applications. The drawback is that the client must have
enough resource for running the application but unable to work offline. The
clients of online games are heavy clients in this sense.

desktop client: The desktop client means that all components and data
are available for offline working. The client in the name is intentional. The
model is available on the machine but the data are shared or the application
partially depends on online services. It can be for instance the file sharing or
mail client.
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4.2. Function Locations

The client-server model is a simple distributed architecture. The reliable
network connections give a choice to locate some functionality either the client
or the server side. We have possibility to separate some elements of the server
side to remote machines. On Figure 2 we can see the two preferred construction
of the layered architecture. At this step we have already assume that the user
works with web browser on the client side.

Figure 2. The preferred layered architectures.

The two configuration nearly the same because they use the same interfaces.
The difference between them is the location of the application and the model.
The left is a rich and the right is a desktop client. We prefer these types
because in the case of desktop applications the hardware requirement of the
application engine and the model are similar. (In many applications the logic
and the model are not separated.)

At the bottom of the figure we can see that the models are connected and
able to synchronize the data. The model basically has two parts: file storage
and metadata.

The file is a unit of data. We use files from many reasons, for example,

• the data is unstructured,
• we cannot edit with online editor,
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• we are trying to be compatible with other systems,
• the file is large and we cannot store it in the database,
• the filesystem is common, available and supported.

The metadata stores structured data. It provides consistency checking and
flexible queries. The type of the database is not important at this point
because the choice is highly depends on the given application.

From the user’s viewpoint the application is a web application. Many rich
clients can use the same web application while in the case of desktop client
it presumably dedicated to the user. Therefore the web application is not
necessarily installed by the user but enables to install locally for offline work.

The controller, layout arrangement and rendering can be implemented in the
browser. It is usually developed in JavaScript as one of the most dominant
programming language of the Internet. (In the web browser we have only
some other alternatives, because the support of other programming languages
is rare.)

5. Optimal selection of configuration

The proposed architecture makes possible to choose between configurations.
The decision is based on the following factors.

• Network availability, and reliability : We can configure the application
for online or offline work. Most of the applications are sensitive to
network problems. The periodically updated local repository helps to
smooth the differences between the real time online work and offline
workstation-like usage.

• Local resources: We need to examine the impact of locally installed
applications and stored shared files. In general, the synchronization of
all files from the repository is not an appropriate solution.

The length of the updating process in the case of distributed configuration
based on the speed of network and from the amount of data. It does not affect
the behaviour of the application after the synchronization is ready.

We can consider the model as the part of the application from the aspect
of performance. Therefore we need to compare the cost of local configuration
(tl + cl) and the cost of remote configuration (tr + cr), where

• tl, tr: average response time for locally and remotely installed applica-
tion,

• cl, cr: average time cost of local and remote data exchange.
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The (tr + cr) − (tl + cl) value shows the average response time advantage of
the locally installed application.

6. Desktop Interface

The proposed concept help us to create application to this distributed en-
vironment. In the following sections the part of the toolkit will be presented.

6.1. User input and the controller

The considered desktop environment uses the keyboard and the mouse as
the input devices. It defines the following events.

• key down/up: Uses keycode for identify the key.
• mouse move: It contains the position (x, y) of the mouse cursor.
• mouse down/up: It identifies the mouse buttons similarly to the keys.

The controller is responsible for creating or abtract the event. For instance
instead of sending the raw input to the application it can send request for
starting or stopping a process, clear the input field or other context dependent
commands. It has an internal state but it is limited and not overlapped with
the application logic.

6.2. Layout arrangement

The application only sends responses to the requests. In the layout arrange-
ment step the following informations are combined:

• the data which should be presented for the user,
• the rules of the layout arrangement,
• the previous arrangement.

It is hard to divide the functionality of layout arrangement and rendering. As
a guideline we should consider only with the structure of the user interface
and leave tasks related to the appearance for the rendering.

6.3. Display renderer

The mentioned simple interface can be implemented on any hardware or
software platform. The trends suggest that the most appropriate tool nowa-
days is the HTML5 [6]. It is able to listen the keyboard and mouse events and
to display the rendered image.

We can trust the design decesions of HTML5 canvas. It inherits the prim-
itives of widely used graphical toolkits. When we build our display manager
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on the top of this primitives we can assume that it will have hardware support
in the future.

The main advantage of HTML5 is the web browser support. The HTML5
canvas is available in all major browser. It has no standardized widget toolkit
yet. For a higher level functionality (for example windowing) it is necessary
to use a third party Javascript library or creating a new one. The portability
of the applications remains but the consistent look and feel is not guaranteed.

7. Repositories and synchronization

The web application is responsible for the synchronization. It must make
available the current data automatically [7]. For synchronizing the data the
web applications require the change sets from other web applications instances.
From this aspect we can consider the application as a version control system.
The database behind the desktop environment is practically a repository [8].

We must distinguish two cases in synchronization. At the simple case the
user works with only one browser at the same time. It is a plausible assump-
tion, because the environment is designed for multitasking and for supporting
the all required feature. As an advanced scenario, the user is able to work
with many desktops parallel. In this case it is hard to avoid collisions and
inconsistent states. The login interface helps us to restrict the user to work
with a single instance of the desktop.

7.1. Log based synchronization

The structure distinguish the data and the metadata. Ideally one database
should enough but the management of binary files make necessary to store
the files without knowing its internal format. It require different approach for
synchronizing the metadata and the file storage part.

The log based synchronization is beneficial, because

• the calculation of deltas is straightforward since all changes are discrete
events with timestamp,

• makes merging easier; the problematic steps can be detected and cor-
rected,

• helps to follow the growth of the repository.

We can group the changes into named sets of changes, but this is optional.
The commit messages help to make the modifications easier to follow but the
conflicts are not necessary separated by revisions.
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7.2. Repository types

The local repository often contains only the subset of the managed data.
We can create repository for working and for backup. We can define further
types also by considering the following properties of the files.

• file size: We expect that the synchronization of the repository will be
fast and the size of local copy is small as possible. We can avoid large
local storage size via on-demand synchronization.

• last access or modification date: Presumably we will work on a set of
files on a given period. From this reason we can remove the old files
from the local repository.

• importance: This is a subjective factor. Some cases it does not turned
out from the access or modification dates.

As we can see, the repository types are the results of adaptation to the user
behaviour. It is a complex optimization problem which try to achieve small
repository size and prompt access at the same time.

8. Conclusion

The paper considers two difficulties in providing convenient desktop environ-
ment, namely the graphical representation and the repository synchronization.
The preferred solution is based on contemporary web technology (standards,
software, tools and methodology). It has showed a possible categorization of
client types according to the functions of the client. We prefer the rich and
desktop clients because the comparisons show that these configurations are
able to adapt to the available hardware and software environment properly.
These represent a compromise in the aspect of low resource requirement and
the possibility of offline work.
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Abstract. Indoor Positioning Systems have gained attention over
the last decade. Despite of numerous attempts and solutions, there is
no common standard indoor positioning system such as the GPS for
outdoor environment. Smart phones seem to be a good candidate for
mobile devices of indoor positioning systems due to their low cost and
incidence. The sensor sets of the most popular mobile platforms are
analyzed from the point of view of indoor positioning and a formal data
model has been created in this paper. The presented model allows the
development of hybrid indoor positioning algorithms. The data model is
used to design and implement a Java library which will be used to create
an indoor location and navigation framework.

Keywords: indoor positioning, mobile platforms
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1. Introduction

Location based services became the part of our life. Global Navigation
Satellite Systems [1, 2] are essential in transportation, logistics, military, avi-
ation, etc. Augmented reality has become a hot topic in the last years. Smart
phones, –watches and glasses– are possible candidates to make augmented re-
ality available to the masses. Google Indoor Maps makes it possible to share
the map of buildings on Google Maps, moreover big airports, railway stations,
malls and other public areas already have been modeled.

Despite of the numerous efforts to create indoor positioning system [3, 4],
there is no single commonly used solution on the market. These systems have
different complexity, installation and maintenance costs, performance and re-
quirements. Developers usually have to make a trade–offs between perfor-
mance and costs. For example a system with high accuracy usually requires
special hardware and infrastructure thus its cost is high. Moreover the special
hardware requirements limit the usage and the spread of the system. The
systems which use the already established infrastructure have low installation
cost but they have lower accuracy and precision than the special–purpose sys-
tems. Hence the smart phones seem to be good possible candidates for client
of indoor positioning systems due to their availability, easy programmability
and wide sensor set.

The analysis of the widely available sensors is necessary to design the data
model for indoor positioning systems [5]. The three dominant mobile platform
were analyzed in this work. The analysis of the sensor sets makes it possible to
create a mathematical description and a formal data model for hybrid indoor
positioning methods. The presented data model was implemented in Java.
The library supports JSON serialization which is essential for web applications
with multi–platform mobile clients.

2. Mobile Platforms

Smart phones are excellent candidates for client devices of indoor position-
ing system due to their availability, popularity and wide range of built–in
sensors. The smart phones became popular in the early 2000’s and these
days hundreds of them are produced by four major producers. According to
the statista.com [6], the smart phone market was shared between the Google,
Apple, Microsoft and Blackberry in the United States. Google’s Android op-
eration system has slightly more than half of the market. The Apple’s iOS
system is the second dominant and owns approximately 40% of the market.
Microsoft have acquired only 5% of the market over the years. The Blackberry
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produces devices for Enterprises so they have less potential customers than the
previous producers.

Figure 1. Market Share of Mobile Platforms

Android is the most popular and most widely used mobile platform. Nu-
merous manufacturers offer huge range of devices so that there is huge variety
in hardware, computational capabilities and performance of Android devices.
Applications have to be implemented in this heterogeneous hardware which
is standardized by the Android operation system. Although the API allows
to implement the same application on various Android devices, but precision
and accuracy of the mobile sensors depend on the quality of the device. Thus
the mobile device affects on the measurement due to the heterogeneity of the
Android platform.

Although iOS can be run on only iPhone and iPad devices Apple still has
about 40% of the market share in the United States. The limitation of the
possible architectures allows to optimize the operation system and applications
to the supported ones. Moreover this limitation increases the robustness and
quality of applications and simplifies the development. On the other hand, the
iOS development has special requirements for the developers such as specific
operation system which limits its applicability in research projects.

Both Windows Phone and BalckBerry have only 5% of the market of smart
phones so they are not leading but they are relevant. Windows Phone has
joined the most recently to the market of smart phones. Microsoft provides
efficient tools for developers. Moreover Windows Phones can be programed
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in C# and .Net Libraries are also available for the developers. Blackberry
produces smart phones for enterprises thus these products are bought by com-
panies. Moreover Blackberry provides various services to handle and manage
the devices remotely and other producers do not have similar services.

3. Sensors

Most of the available sensors are detailed and evaluated from the point
of view of indoor positioning in this section. These sensors are categorized
based on their purpose so motion, environment and radio frequency sensors
are discussed. The applicability for indoor positioning was the main selection
criteria. Availability, platform support, incidence are also important features.

3.1. Motion

Motion sensors measure the movement of the device. Numerous popular
applications are built on the usage of these sensors such as step counters, fit-
ness application or simulators [7]. From the point of view of indoor positioning
these sensors can be used for tracking devices [8]. Calibration is required for
these systems which limits the applicability of these sensors in real life situ-
ations. On the other hand, motion sensors based measurements can support
positioning systems and can be applied in tracking services.

Accelerometer measures the acceleration of the device in a three dimensional
space. Equation 3.1 shows the calculation of acceleration vector a where g
stands for gravity, F denotes the forces acting upon the device and m is the
mass of the device.

a = −g −
∑

F

m
(3.1)

Gyroscope and Rotation Vector give data about the spinning of the device
via three axes. However these values could be applied to determine the orien-
tation of the device, but they are not related to positioning directly. Proximity
sensor determines the distance of the device from other objects. Its result can
be given in centimeter or logical value. Proximity sensor is not suit for indoor
positioning tasks. Thus our data model is based on neither gyroscope nor
proximity sensors.

3.2. Ambient Environment

The characteristics of the environment can be used to determine the loca-
tion. Location and their functions are often recognized by their characteristics
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and signs. For example a lecture hall can be recognized based on the organi-
zation and it can be identified by its number. Temperature and humidity also
can suggest the function of place. There are systems that creates unique en-
vironment characteristics for mobile devices. For examples the Active badges
[9] uses infrared sensors which are installed at entrances. Visible light com-
munication based indoor positioning offers high accuracy [10] but it requires a
specific infrastructure thus its installation cost is high. Ultrasonic signals are
also widely used [11, 12].

The usage of magnetic field for indoor positioning was suggested by various
researchers [13, 14]. Mobile platforms provide interface for the measurement
of the magnetic field. Android has a built–in model to convert the results of
magnetometer into GPS coordinates and vice-versa. This model was created
by the United States National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency and it was valid
until 2015. The indoor environment affects on the magnetic fields. Electronic
devices and large metal objects can generate noise for the magnetometer.

Smart phones usually have numerous built–in sensors to measure the envi-
ronment such as temperature, relative humidity, or pressure. These sensors
are meant to give information about the environment for further processing.
Temperature sensor can be used to warn the user about the possible overheat-
ing of the device. These kind of measurement can vary in the building but
their values can be used to distinguish certain positions or functionality. For
example an ice–room can be identified by its temperature and a greenhouse
has unique relative humidity parameters. But generally, these parameters do
not change within a building. Moreover, in industrial facilities like an elec-
tronic product line these parameters are fixed or limited. Hence these sensors
are not included in the proposed model.

3.3. Radio Frequency Signals

Radio frequency signals are widely used in wireless communication solu-
tions. Short–range wireless protocols such as WLAN [15, 16, 17], RFID
[18, 19, 20] and Bluetooth [21] are used for indoor positioning so only these
sensors will be discussed. Moreover WLAN and Bluetooth are supported by
all of the dominant platforms and RFID readers also became available in the
modern smartphones.

Bluetooth is a short ranged communication protocol. Its range is typically
less than 10 meters in mobile devices. Bluetooth modules has unique identi-
fiers which can be used for tracking objects. Both three major mobile platform
provides API for Bluetooth programming. The Received Signal Strength In-
dication of Bluetooth devices were used to create a triangulation based indoor
positioning method [21]. Two mobile devices can communicate via Bluetooth,
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if they supports the same protocol and they are within the range. Equation
3.2 shows the formal description of Bluetooth scan with a protocol version v.

Bv = {id0, id1, . . . , idn} (3.2)

RFID tags are widely used in industrial environment, logistics and security
systems. Near Field Communication is a subcategory of RFID technology
which allow short range wireless data exchange among devices. Due to the
popularity gain of NFC technology, the recent smart phones have built–in
RFID readers. Typical range of NFC is less than 10 cm which limits its appli-
cability. However the current built–in NFC sensors are not capable for indoor
positioning, hand–held RFID readers can be connected via Bluetooth. Land-
mark [20] and SpotOn [18, 19] are RFID based indoor positioning systems.
The RFID readers detect the tags that are within a given range. The range
depends on the setup of the reader and tags. Thus the result of an RFID
measurements can be described as Equation 3.3:

RFID = {tag0, tag1, . . . , tagn} (3.3)

WiFi Card is a common interface of mobile devices. The first fingerprinting
based Indoor Positioning System, RADAR [15], was based on the Received
Signal Strength Indication of WLAN Access Points. Experiments on the Horus
system showed that the RSSI values fluctuate, so the usage of RSSI vector
instead of a single value was proposed [16, 17]. The measurements of a WiFi
RSSI can be formalized as a set of access points and RSSI values which is
shown by Equation 3.4 where ap stand for the SSID of an Access Point and
rssi ∈ R.

WiFi = {(ap, rssi)} (3.4)

4. Formal Model

The analysis of the available sensor set allowed to create a formal data
model for hybrid indoor positioning methods. The position is also included
into the formal model because it is required for fingerprinting based methods.
The presented data model is used in the development of the ILONA (Indoor
LOcation and NAvigation) system.

4.1. Selected Sensors

Table 1 gives a brief summary of different sensors on various platforms. The
main selection criteria were the applicability for indoor positioning, availability
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and platform support. Bluetooth, GPS, magnetometer, RFID reader and
WLAN network interface card were selected because they are vital components
of smart phones. RFID reader was chosen because it is integrated into modern
Android devices and the RFID technology is significant in the research of
indoor positioning systems.

Table 1. Commonly Available Mobile Sensors

Sensor Android iPhone Windows Phone Chosen
Accelerometer X X X
Bluetooth X X X X
Camera X X X
Gravity X
GPS X X X X
Gyroscope X X X
Light X X X
Magnetic Field X X X
Microphone X X X
Orientation X X
Pressure X
Proximity X X X
Relative humidity X
RFID X
Rotation Vector X
Temperature X
WiFi Card X X X X

4.2. Mathematical Description

The measurements of the selected sensors can be modeled formally as a tuple
which is shown in Equation 4.1. MeasurementM consists of data that is read
from the selected sensors (S) and a time stamp which is used to distinguish
measurements and a position (P) which is set by the user. The timestamps
and the position together determine a measurement because it is possible to
perform multiple measurements in the same location.

M = 〈S, timestamp,P〉 (4.1)

Let S be a tuple of the read sensor data and given in Equation 4.2. Missing
values are allowed in S due to the variety of the mobile devices. Moreover
the existing indoor positioning systems usually rely on a single sensor. The
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{bttags} represents the set of available Bluetooth devices. GPS coordinate is
unavailable in indoor environment but it can be used in campuses and hospi-
tals which contain many buildings. The magnetometer returns with a vector
(x, y, z) which point the North. It can be used to determine orientation of the
user. The sensed RFID tags are represented as set in the model. Finally, the
WLAN interface can be used to scan available access points. The measure-
ment yield key–value pairs where the key is the SSID of the access point and
the value is the measured RSSI.

S = 〈{bttags}, (lat, lon, alt), (x, y, z), {rfidtags}, {(ssid, rss)}〉 (4.2)

Position can refer to either a symbolic zone of the building or relative co-
ordinates. Zones are considered as well defined disjunct parts of the building.
Thus zone can denote a room, a corridor or even a part of the building. Zones
are used by symbolic or room level positioning methods. The relative co-
ordinates denotes the distance from a fixed point which is the origin of the
coordinate system. Absolute positioning methods use the relative coordinates
and the GPS coordinates can be calculated.

P = 〈zone, (x, y, z)〉 (4.3)

This mathematical description allows to handle the measurements formally
and create operations among them. However this abstract model cannot be
used directly by indoor positioning systems because technical details have been
omitted. For example, the mathematical model do not define data types nor
constrains.

4.3. Data model

Entity-Relationship model has been created based on the mathematical de-
scription in order to simplify the implementation of the formal model. Figure
2 shows the entity–relationship model which describes the measurements and
the positions. The data model contains unique identifiers for both measure-
ments, positions. Zone identifier was created because the name of the zone is
not necessarily unique. For example there are ground floor in every building
or each floor could have the same room numbering. Because either the zone
and the coordinate can be unknown the position identifier has to be defined.
In the mathematical model, a measurement could be identified by the posi-
tion and the time stamp but also a unique identifier has been defined for each
measurement, due to the following reasons: Firstly, the positions also iden-
tified by identifier. Secondly, the position is unknown during the positioning
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and the identification of measurements is necessary to monitor the positioning
algorithm.

Figure 2. ER model of Measurements

5. Implementation

The above detailed model has been implemented in Java. Maven was used
to build the component and to manage its dependencies. JUnit and EasyMock
were used for testing and Jackson JSON Processor Library was used to serialize
and deserialize objects.

The classes of the components are shown in Figure 3. The Measurement

class is used to wrap the values of the sensor. The measurements of the se-
lected sensors are represented by corresponding classes such as BluetoothTags,
Magnetometer and WiFiRSSI. These classes were implemented as beans be-
cause this was required for Jackson.

The instantiation of Measurement object is difficult because it is a wrapper
class. The number of the possible valid constructors is the combination of the
wrapped types. So the number of the constructors grows rapidly. The Builder
pattern [22] was used to simplify the instantiation of Measurement objects.
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Figure 3. Measurement Implementation

Due to its protected constructor, Measurement objects can be instantiated
only from its package and the MeasurementBuilder can be used to create
them.

5.1. Serialization

Jackson JSON Processor was used to serialize the objects. The JSON format
was chosen due to its readability and compactness. Moreover, REST based
web application are popular nowadays and JSON format is required by them.
Restful web applications communicate via HTTP protocol and send object
in JSON format. So that platform-independent, widely available, reusable,
component based web applications can be developed rapidly.

{
” c o o r d i n a t e ” :{” x ” : 0 . 0 , ” y ” : 0 . 0 , ” z ” : 0 . 0 } ,
” zone ” :{

” i d ” :”47 aa248b−5852−43a6−af34−21b9771517c8 ” ,
”name ” :” Lab 115”} ,

” uu id ” :” a014dee1−ea28−4c66−b160−87 a 5 8 b e c f 9 f f ”
}

Figure 4. Position JSON
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The Position objects can be represented by coordinates, a Zone object or
both of them. Figure 4 shows the JSON format of a Position object. The
coordinate consists of zeros because it was created during the tests. The zone
element shows the structure of the Zone objects which have an identifier and a
name. Development of a refined zone model could be necessary for navigation
services.

{
” b lue too thTags ” : n u l l ,
” gp sCoo rd i n a t e s ” : n u l l ,
” i d ”:”99631985−b254−4598−886a−33033521d4b8 ” ,
”magnetometer ” :{

” xAx i s ” :0 .34035778045654297 ,
” yAx i s ”:−0.04757712036371231 ,
” zAx i s ” :0 .0158716831356287} ,

” p o s i t i o n ” :{
” c o o r d i n a t e ” : n u l l ,
” zone ” :{

” i d ” :”47 aa248b−5852−43a6−af34−21b9771517c8 ” ,
”name ” :” Lab 115”} ,

” uu id ” :” a014dee1−ea28−4c66−b160−87 a 5 8 b e c f 9 f f ”} ,
” r f i d t a g s ” : n u l l ,
” t imestamp ”:1444932266450 ,
” w i f i RSS I ” :{

” r s s i V a l u e s ” :{
”TP−LINK 517E90 ”:−90.0 ,
” t e s z t ”:−78.0
}

}
}

Figure 5. Measurement JSON

Figure 5 shows the serialized form of a Measurement object which contains
a time stamp, an identifier, magnetometer and WiFi RSSI measurements. The
time stamp is serialized as a long number which is the standard form of UNIX
times stamp. The magnetometer contains a vector which points to North.
The WiFi RSSI contains a set of key value pairs, where the key is SSID of the
access point, and the value is the RSSI value.
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6. Conclusion

Formal model for hybrid indoor positioning systems have been proposed.
Analysis of the sensor sets of the popular mobile platforms was performed to
select the widely available, relevant and useful sensors for indoor positioning.
The existing indoor positioning systems were reviewed from the point of view
of their applied technologies. Mathematical description were given for the
measurements which can be used to develop positioning algorithms. A data
model has been created based on the mathematical model which introduces
domain constrains for the measurements which would be hard to define in the
mathematical model. Based on the data model a Java Library was designed
and implemented. The implementation support JSON serialization due to the
increasing popularity of restful web applications. The presented library is used
in the development of a indoor location and navigation system which performs
the positioning calculations on the server and communicate with the client via
HTTP.
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Abstract. The globalization of economy and market leaded to in-
creased networking in the field of manufacturing and services. The pro-
cesses of these manufacturing and services including logistics became
more and more complex. The design and operation of these complex
processes can be described as NP-hard optimization problems. These
problems can be solved using sophisticated models and methods using
metaheuristics based algorithms. Much of the researches in this area are
focusing on manufacturing. This paper aims to report a firefly meta-
heuristics based optimization method, by the aid of which it is possible
to support the solution of design and control problems of networked ser-
vice processes. The authors describe a general model and present a new
metrics to measure permutation distances used in the algorithm.

Keywords: optimization, firefly algorithm, route planning, heuristic

1. Introduction

Beside production processes, logistics plays an increasing role in the field
of service activities. There are plenty of literatures in planning of production
processes, but there are significant gaps in the area of design and operation
of service activities. In this research topic, there are perspectives that deliver
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significant benefits for the development and operation of service processes
[1, 2].

This work presents a general model based on a metaheuristic algorithm,
which is suitable for optimizing production processes and service support sys-
tems.

In the literature several research work discuss the planning and manage-
ment of logistics processes related service activities. Some of this literatures
examine the optimal development of a properly functioning network for logis-
tics processes [3], but only on a concept level, while others have specific models
and algorithms used to solve the optimization problems [4, 5, 6].

One of the richest topics of logistics activities in the service area is the city
logistics, where distribution problems involve social, cultural and economic
effects. Optimizing this particular segment is very important in many aspects
[7, 8].

The optimal design of logistics services affects not only the traditional ar-
eas of logistics (purchasing, production, distribution, recycling). Significant
research is being conducted with the aim to develop methods and algorithms
that could improve the logistics service system and greatly reduce the total
environmental load [9].

The quality assurance and risk assessment is an interesting aspect in an
operating logistic service network, because most of the literature just examine
the risk of each participant of a properly functioning network system, There is
little research work found in the literature, that manages the risk of a network-
based logistics service system [10]. The environmental impact inevitable when
planning logistic activities, and this is especially true in the case of logistics
processes where service activities supported with high transport costs and
performance arise due to the nature of the activities [11].

2. The Model

The present research work aims to create a model to describe logistics pro-
cesses related to network-based service systems. During the development the
aim was to create a common model, from which specialized branch models can
be created taking into account various restrictions. The model includes three
groups of elements, which is absolutely necessary in logistic processes:

• central warehouses,
• logistic resources,
• objects to be served.
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Figure 1. The general model of network-based service systems

The model in Figure 1 explains the relationships among each elemental groups,
that can be a subject of optimization.

First, the objective functions need to be described based on Figure 1. The
main objective function is to minimize the distance in every route in a time-
frame. A route length can be described as a length between the central ware-
house and the first object, plus the distances among each objects, and add the
length between the last object and the central warehouse:

L =

τ∑
t=1

δ(t)∑
α=1

lKRf(t,α),pt,α(t),1 +

m(t,α)−1∑
s=1

lpt,α(t),s,pt,α(t),s+1
+ lKRpt,α(t),m,f(t,a)

→ min.

(2.1)
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Notations Explanation of notations

τ the number of cycles of the investigation period

α the route ID

δ(t) the number of routes in the tth investigation period

f(t, α)
the central storage ID in the tth investigation period visited
by the αth route

β the objects number in a given route

pt,α,β
the objects ID number in the tth investigation period visited
by the αth route in the βth place

m(t, α)
the number of objects in the tth investigation period visited
by the αth route

cL the specific cost depending on the routes length

Kmax
pt,α,β

the maximum storage capacity of the βth object

Kact
pt,α,β

actual filled capacity of the βth object

KJ
α the αth route assigned vehicle capacity

TC the central storage replenishment cycle time

cSZ
the order-processing cost related to the central storages refill
process

β0 maximum attraction value of the Firefly algorithm

Y absorption coefficient: usually the value is between 0.1 and
10

rij the ith and jth firefly distance

αt size of the steps in the algorithm

εt randomization parameter

Table 1. Explanation of notations
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From the route length an objective function for minimum handling costs
can be clearly defined:

C = L · cL → min. (2.2)

The occupancy rate for each route will define the next objective function.
In this case we summarize each vehicle occupancy in the given time period for
each objects, depending on the quantities of the delivery.

ηJ =
τ∑
t=1

δ(t)∑
α=1

∑m(t,α)
β=1 Kmax

pt,α,β
−Kact

pt,α,β

KJ
α

→ max. (2.3)

It is also important to minimize the investment costs in terms of the number
of routes.

αmax → min. (2.4)

The central warehouse plays an important role in the system. During the
optimization process we have to take into account the transportation and
storage costs because these affect the optimization process of the supply chain’s
qualities. We can specify the cost of transport, which is defined as the order
processing cost in this case:

KRKMF =
τ

TC
· cSZ (2.5)

The storage costs in the given timeframe can also be calculated:

KRKT =

TC∑
t=1

δ(t)∑
α=1

m(t,α)∑
β=1

Kmax
pt,α,β

−Kact
pt,α,β

(2.6)

Knowing these two costs the objective function for minimizing the central
warehouse total cost can be written in the following form.

KRK = KRKMF + KRKT → min. (2.7)

Besides objective functions various restrictions and limitations need to be in-
troduced. The first limitation defines that each route lengths have to be
between minimum and maximum distance.

LJα ≤ LJmax and LJα ≥ LJmin (2.8)

Another important condition states that an object only can be served by one
vehicle and one warehouse, so the P matrix is a permutation matrix.

The last function of the model is a limitation. It describes that the volume
or weight that the route require cannot exceed the carrying capacity of the
vehicle.

m(t,α)∑
β=1

Kmax
pt,α,β

−Kact
pt,α,β

≤ KJ
α (2.9)
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3. Distance measurement between variations

In the developed algorithm we examined the distance between the various
versions of solutions defining metrics, as they affect the convergence of the
algorithm. In the case of heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms, the best
solution variants have to be found by optimization in different state spaces.
Swarm intelligence algorithms types (ant colony algorithm, bee colony algo-
rithm, firefly algorithm) needs different methods to measure the distance be-
tween individual solutions [12, 14]. These methods include the Hamming or
the Difference distance or their normalized weighted forms and new metrics
derived from them. If the solutions in the search space are binary-coded, the
Hamming distance is a suitable metric. It is one of the simplest method [13],
which uses the number of positions which are not identical with the elements
of the two permutations:

dHam(s1, s2) =

n∑
i=1

xi where xi =

{
0, if s1(i) = s2(i)

1, else,
(3.1)

where

• dHam: Hamming distance,
• s1, s2: different permutations,
• n: number of elements in permutation,
• i: positive integer.

4. The algorithm

In this chapter we will present an algorithm that can solve the above men-
tioned problem. The Firefly algorithm is a nature inspired metaheuristic algo-
rithm, which has the basis of the behavior of the fireflies. The fireflies signaling
system based on using a self created light at night in order to attract the op-
posite sex. Xin- She Yang created the first version of the algorithm in 2008,
with the basic tenets of the algorithm:

• Every bug is unisex, so all of them attracted to each.
• The attraction is directly proportional to the degree of the bug’s bright-

ness. The brighter attracts less bright. However, the relative brightness
is proportional with the distance.
• The brightest bug moves randomly.

For maximum search problems the brightness of the fireflies is proportional
with the objective function, however a fitness function or something similar
have to be used when minimum search needed.
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The firefly algorithm is invented for solving continuous problems, but with
special terms and interpretation it can be highly discreditable, so problems
can be solved with simple permutation. The relation between two firefly bug
movement (any xi and xj firefly movement in iteration t+ 1) can be identified
as:

xt+1
i = xti + β0 · exp(−γ · r2ij) + αt · εt (4.1)

β = β0 + e−γrxi = xi · (1− β) + xi · β + α

(
rand− 1

2

)
, (4.2)

where

• β0: maximum attraction value,
• γ: absorption coefficient: usually a value between 0, 1, . . . , 10,
• rij : the distance between the i-th and the j-th firefly bugs,
• αt: randomization parameter, gives us the step number,
• εt: randomization parameter, a random number.

The application of the algorithm is created with C# programming lan-
guage. The program reads a data file for input parameters of the optimization
problem: the coordinates of the objects or the transport route length matrix,
the starting levels and daily level reductions. The steps between levels, the
number of days, the number of iterations and the firefly population (versions)
must be given. It is possible to set the starting percentage level. To verify the
application a test run is required; we create a problem with basic parameters
found in Table 1. The test case is derived from the general model and we can
observe how efficient the firefly algorithm is in this case. The method now
operates with one warehouse and only one vehicle to determine the optimal
path and the vehicle capacity set to infinite. In the future we have a plan to
expand the problem and the application to any kind of situation that we can
determine with this model.

The optimization problem derived from the general model is a task where
the goal is to optimize the scattered objects refilling process. In this case
the objects are ATM terminals and their positioning is shown in Figure 3.
The blue squares are the objects waiting for refilling and the red square is
the central distribution warehouse, where every day the vehicles leaves and
returns. The routes, in this case, are in flight distance to simplify the testing
process. We have to insert the starting levels and the daily average reduction
of each object, like we did in Table 2. When a test is made for long term we
don’t need the exact initial levels because it has minimal effect on the result,
but in this case the test requires an accurate reduction measurement [15].

In addition, it is required to define the object’s coordinates or transport
route length matrix for the application. With the coordinates the program
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Figure 2. The pseudocode of the application based on the modell
and firefly algorithm

calculates the distance between two objects in flight path, but if we insert the
actual transport matrix, the calculation will be more accurate.

After that it is possible to set the affecting parameters of the algorithm. The
chosen step between percentages is 2. In this case, the program increases the
critical percentage levels with two percent for each testing phase, according to
the given time period. We chose the time period 1 year, so the program opti-
mizes routes for the defined 365. The firefly population contains 10 specimens
and with 100 iterations the application can easily serve such a small task. The
obtained calculation results: the minimum delivery work can be achieved at
7% alarm level, but 23% and 35% also takes up local minimum of the chart.
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Figure 3. Location of objects

Moreover, the points can be matched very well to a polynomial curve, which
shows that from 30% to 35% a low transportation work can serve the objects,
and above this limit the transport distance jumps exponentially.

As the results of the processing also show the algorithm is well suited for
solving the defined models problems. Of course, the model presented here is
considered to be a basic model, further research is still ongoing and a number
of challenges need to be taken for creating real conditions as much as possible.

5. Summary

The planning of service processes have to be solved by suitable models
and algorithms. In the present research, a firefly-based heuristic optimization
algorithm has been developed, that allows to optimize various network-based
logistic service activities processes properly.
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Objects
name

X coordinate Y coordinate
Starting
level

Average
daily
reduction

K 50 50 100 0

1 10 95 47 9

2 12 67 12 25

3 5 22 83 11

4 44 82 75 7

5 40 37 40 23

6 41 36 61 18

7 81 89 32 22

8 72 70 47 16

9 91 38 25 14

10 68 17 56 8

Table 2. Initial parameters

Figure 4. Transport routes lengths depending on the replenishment levels
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